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RELIGIOUS STUDIES: 
the academic investigation of religion.



The most basic question to 
address when beginning the study 

of a religious system is: 
 

What do we mean by 'religion'?

What is religion?



RELIGION: 
any set of normative ritual practices 
and beliefs designed to connect an 
individual, or community, to the divine.



NORMATIVE: 
“action guiding” - refers to any code of 
behavior designed to guide or regulate 
behavior and/or belief.



•Etiquette  

•Morality 

•Law 

•Religion

Four Types of Normative Systems



Law Religion

Etiquette 

Morality



RITUAL: 
any set of activities believed to create a 
connection between the participant and 
the divine. 



• Burial 
• Prayer 
• Sacrifice  
• Curse 
• Praise/Worship 
• Meditation 
• Bathing 
• Feasting/Fasting 
• Body Modification

Examples of Rituals



ICON/FETISH: 
any material object used to represent or 
symbolize an aspect of the divine. 



Christianity

Buddhism 

Islam

Shinto

Judaism

Taoism

Hinduism
Icons



Fetishes/
totems



FAITH: 
the collective set of beliefs that 
inform the normative part of a cult.



• Mythology - the story of a faith

Two Components of a Faith



MYTH: 
any story or narrative that places the 
listener/reader in history; a narrative 
that provides meaning and context to 
the life of the individual or community.



• Mythology - the narrative story of a faith

Two Essential Parts of a Faith

• Dogma - the essential beliefs of a faith



DOGMA: 
a required core belief that 
distinguishes one cult from an other.



DIVINE: 
the object(s) of cult devotion (i.e., gods/
god, ancestors, spirits)



any set of normative ritual practices 
and beliefs designed to connect an 
individual, or community, to the 
divine.

RELIGION:

connective behavior
action guiding

God

myth and dogma



THEOLOGY: 
(Gk. theos + logos) the systematic 
articulation and analysis of religious 
beliefs.

(literally,“god-talk”)



Religious Studies 

1. Historical: 
a) Material (Archaeology) - grave goods, votives, architecture  

b) Textural (Philology) - inscriptions, manuscripts 
c) Oral (Anthropology, Story Telling) - folk traditions 

2. Comparative - similarities/differences 
3. Critical: 

a) Lower Criticism - textural analysis, Philology 

b) Higher Criticism - date, authorship, authenticity

Three Components



• Animism

• Polytheism

• Henotheism

• Monotheism

Four Common Types of Religious 
Systems


